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Lights!
Camera!

   Boston!

Thursday, October 20th
7:30am – 8:00am  BREAKFAST 
8:00am – 8:15am   WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS
8:15am – 8:45am   ANNUAL MEETING

8:45am – 9:45am  The Perfect Storm
MARKET AND REGULATORY UPDATE
What kind of economic waters await us?  Will deal � ow be whipsawed by international unrest, 
unemployment and interest rates?  What types of deals will safely dock in port, while others will be 
lost at sea?  Will George Clooney make a surprise appearance on this panel?  These questions and so 
many more will be answered for you.  Make sure your radio antennas are properly af� xed and tuned to 
the Market Update, then declare “Mayday”.
Moderator    Chris Dallas, Paci� c Life Insurance Company
Speakers        Alexis Guinan, Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP 

Brian Keating, The Guardian Life Insurance Company of America
Jennifer Tippins, Citi Global Markets, Inc.

9:45am – 10:00am  BREAK

10:00am – 11:00am Gone Baby Gone 
STRUCTURED PRIVATE PLACEMENTS: OVERVIEW AND PRACTICAL INSIGHTS
As investors seek assets with additional yield, has the plain vanilla private placement run away, been 
killed, or is it waiting to make a re-appearance?  Join our panelists as they unlock the mysteries and 
complexities of structured private assets.  RBC treatment, NAIC views, capital ef� cient structures, 
ratings, documentation and other practical issues will be among the topics covered.
Moderator   Alfredo Cantoral, American Equity Life Insurance
Speakers       Brian Keating, The Guardian Life Insurance Company of America 

Anna Pinedo, Mayer Brown LLP 
Mike Robson, Greenberg Traurig, LLP 
Sanjay Yodh, Monroe Capital Partners

   Boston!

Thursday, October 20thThursday, October 20thThursday, October 20thThursday, October 20thThursday, October 20th

“ART IMITATES (ACIC) LIFE” 

ACIC Annual Meeting and Education Conference

October 20-21, 2022   •  Boston Marriott Long Wharf

Co-Chairs:

Jennifer Fitzpatrick , Paci�c Life Insurance Company

David Simonds, Hogan Lovells US LLP



11:00am – 12:15pm  The Verdict
SUBSTANCE ABUSE AND MENTAL HEALTH: THE UNIQUE CHALLENGES OF THE LEGAL PROFESSION – 
ETHICS
The Verdict is in – while the movie might not ace CivPro 101, its central premise of a lawyer, the ambulance-
chasing, shabby Frank Galvin, facing the personal, professional and ethical consequences of alcoholism is 
all too real.  In this presentation, Mr. Mann – drawing from the context of his own recovery from substance 
abuse – will identify the personality traits of attorneys and the qualities of the legal profession that combine 
to make lawyers signi� cantly more susceptible to addiction, and more dif� cult to treat, than the general 
population.  While the � lm leaves the main protagonist suspended between addiction and redemption, this 
presentation will conclude with a discussion of both systemic and individual solutions to the problem, with 
references to speci� c strategies and resources available to attorneys. 
Moderator    Sarah Olson, Thrivent Financial
Speaker         David Mann, The Other Bar

12:15pm – 1:15pm   LUNCH

1:15pm – 2:15pm       Knives Out
ANATOMY OF “LIABILITY MANAGEMENT” TRANSACTIONS / CREDITOR-ON-CREDITOR VIOLENCE
As an investor, you can never quite know who might be lurking around the next corner, waiting for just 
the right moment to attack. This ensemble cast will dive into the dark and devious world of liability 
management transactions, presenting the audience with unexpected twists and turns. In the end, with all 
of the drop-down and uptiered � nancing structures, you can’t take your eye off of any potential suspect.
Moderator    Matthew Schernecke, Hogan Lovells US LLP
Speakers        Tim Gravely, Aquiline Capital Partners 

Margaret Parker-Yavuz, Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP
Eric Winthrop, Houlihan Lokey

2:15pm – 3:45pm     21
“KNOW WHEN TO HOLD ‘EM, KNOW WHEN TO FOLD ‘EM”: LESSONS IN ETHICS FROM CAESAR’S 
ENTERTAINMENT’S “LIABILITY MANAGEMENT” TRANSACTIONS
Hit or Stay on a 12?  When a Borrower is in trouble, it can be hard to know which strategy to use. Deal 
yourself in for this lively discussion of corporate governance, liability management and the bankruptcy 
process set against the backdrop of the Caesars restructuring and Chapter 11 cases.  Your panelists may not 
be able to teach you the � ner points of card counting, but they will include a mix of professionals intimately 
involved in the Caesars bankruptcy as well as bankruptcy industry experts who can offer their unique 
insights into this fascinating case and the lessons (legal, practical and ethical) applicable to today, especially 
as the restructuring cycle picks up.
Moderator    Max Frumes, co-author of “The Caesars Palace Coup”
Speakers        Nicole Greenblatt, Kirkland & Ellis LLP

Sujeet Indap, co-author of “The Caesars Palace Coup”
Jim Millar, Faegre Drinker Biddle & Reath LLP
Jason New, NovaWulf Digital Management

3:45pm – 4:00pm   BREAK

Ethics
Credit

Ethics
Credit



4:00pm – 5:00pm The Social Network
CRYPTOCURRENCY, NFTS AND OTHER DIGITAL ASSETS
If you remember when Facebook required a .edu email to join or if hearing the words “Tik Tok” make you 
think of a clock, then you de� nitely need to make time for this panel’s deep dive into the digital asset 
market.  Panelists will discuss issues arising in buy-side scenarios involving cryptocurrency and other 
digital assets in the context of current practice as well as in anticipation of the 2022 UCC Amendments to 
Articles 8 and 12.  Get ready to smash that “like button” for our panel’s practical advice, including a look 
into whether the NAIC considers cryptocurrency to be an Admitted Asset and how this could affect the 
private placement market as more issuer assets transition from physical to virtual.
Moderator    Charles C. Calloway Jr., Chapman and Cutler LLP
Speakers        Sandra M. Rocks, Cleary Gottlieb 

Elizabeth Schubert, Sidley Austin LLP
Edwin Smith,  Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP

6:00pm – 8:00pm   RECEPTION

Friday, October 21st
7:30am – 8:30am    BREAKFAST 

8:30am – 9:30am    The Town
ALTERNATIVE WAYS TO SOURCE INVESTMENTS
Competition in the market causing your business teams to consider holding up an armored car?  Our 
panelists will take you through alternatives to a life of crime including direct calling, club participation, 
sourcing from agents and investing in funds, and then the panel will take a step back and discuss the risks 
and bene� ts of each approach and how each of these investment sources can impact the life of the deal 
lawyer.  While a Jeremy Renner cameo is not guaranteed, we can always hope – so don’t miss this panel!
Moderator    Melody Cross, Prudential Financial, Inc.
Speakers        Greg Addicks, Voya Investment Management

Laura K. Albrecht, Maranon Capital, L.P. 
Angus Whelchel, Moelis & Company

9:30am – 9:45am    BREAK

9:45am – 11:00am  Good Will Hunting
ESG
This wicked smaht panel will save you from spending $150 grand on an education you could get for $1.50 
in late charges at the public library. Our panelists will share a current ESG market update, highlighting the 
types of deals, their relative pricing and volume, and take a deeper dive into ESG related bonds, including 
Green Bonds, focusing on the various risks associated with them and the evolving roles of various 
stakeholders. This panel will also provide an overview of the European policies and how they are being 
applied to a variety of investment products beginning to make a home in the US markets, as well as a 
discussion about how responsible investment policies are dif� cult to develop when regulations have yet 
to be adopted.  How do you like them apples? 
Moderator    Brenda Page, The Hartford Financial Services Group, Inc.
Speakers        Sukhvir Basran, Hogan Lovells 

Allan Marks, Milbank LLP 
Liz Thorne, SLC Management



11:00am – 12:00pm The Langoliers 
AIRCRAFT FINANCINGS
Skies are clear and you fall asleep while taking off into an upcycle.  In what feels like a blink of an eye, 
you wake up and � nd yourself in a distressed aviation market that feels eerily like you’ve been there 
before, but the usual aviation � nancing structures have advanced and adjusted, Cape Town discussions 
are back with a vengeance and a twist, aircraft lessors are even looking to take advantage of bankruptcy, 
some aviation market indicators feel like you’re in a recession and some don’t, airlines and lessors are 
landing in bankruptcy in unexpected jurisdictions, and you need to � gure out how to (while closing your 
eyes) get the plane back to its charted route.  As we try to get our aircraft from Bangor back to Boston, 
we will (i) review aviation � nancing structures and highlight changes and new products that have been 
implemented, (ii) review perfection, international registry and Cape Town election issues, (iii) provide an 
update on the state of the aviation market as it relates to airlines and lessors and (iv) provide case studies 
of certain recent restructurings in the aviation space and how they handled some of these issues.
Moderator    Jasmine Ball, Debevoise & Plimpton LLP
Speakers        David Botter, Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP

Mehtap Cevher Conti, Hogan Lovells US LLP
Ginger Hughes, Seabury

REGISTRATION

Please visit 
www.aciclaw.org/event/2022-fall-annual-meeting-and-education-conference/#!event-register/2022/10/20/2022-fall-annual-meeting-and-education-conference-1 
to register online or download the PDF form and return it to the ACIC Administrative Of� ce at the address listed below. The registration fee of $975 for ACIC members in 
good standing (2022 dues paid) and $1225 for non-members can be paid by credit card or check. Virtual attendance fee is $700 for members in good standing and $950 
for non-members.  Checks must be payable to the American College of Investment Counsel and must accompany the registration form. 
All fees are to be paid in U.S. Dollars. 
Your registration includes: admission to all sessions, daily full breakfast and refreshment breaks, and Thursday’s luncheon and cocktail reception.
The Registration Desk opens at 7:30 am on Thursday and 7:30 am on Friday.
ATTIRE
The attire for the ACIC 2022 Annual Meeting and Education Conference is business casual. Jackets are suggested for the Thursday evening reception.
CONFIRMATION
A con� rmation and receipt of payment will be sent via e-mail to all registrants. All registrants can pick up their badges at the ACIC Registration Desk during
registration hours.
CANCELLATIONS AND SUBSTITUTIONS 
The ACIC will be recording all sessions for viewing at a later date. If you are unable to attend all or any portion of the conference due to COVID-19 (whether as a result 
of a positive test result, COVID-19 symptoms, a close contact exposure, your employer’s travel restrictions, or otherwise), you are not entitled to a refund, other than 
the difference between the in-person attendance rate and the rate for virtual attendance. If attending virtually, you are not entitled to a refund as all sessions are 
being recorded for viewing. Substitutions of a colleague within the same � rm are allowed if they are submitted in writing (or email to of� ce@aciclaw.org) to the ACIC 
Administrative Of� ce no later than Monday, October 17, 2022.

PLEASE NOTE: The presentations will be recorded and available for viewing by conference registrants for a period of three months after the conference. A monitored 
e-mail with a quali� ed commentator will be made available for the posted sessions of the conference. Jurisdictions’ treatment of such virtual courses varies – most 
grant credit for virtual courses, some require that it qualify under self-study rules/limits, and some treat live and on-demand virtual courses differently. We strongly 
encourage you to review your jurisdictions’ virtual/digital media course and self-study eligibility rules prior to registration as refunds will not be issued. Please review 
your jurisdictions’ rules prior to registration. 

CLE ACCREDITATION
The ACIC has been certi� ed as an accredited provider of Continuing Legal Education in the state of Illinois. Attorneys from other jurisdictions may also be eligible for 
CLE credits. Individuals may obtain a copy of the Financial Hardship Policy and application procedure by contacting the ACIC Administrative Of� ce at 972-233-9107 x216. 
Any denial or waiver of fee shall not be based on age, gender, race, color, religion, nationality, ethnic origin, or disability. All information pertaining to the request for 
relief is held con� dential.

HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS
Boston Marriott Long Wharf   •   296 State Street, Boston, MA 02109   •   800-228-9290

ACIC ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE   •   14070 Proton Road, Suite 100,  Dallas, Texas 75244   •   Fax: 972-490-4219   Email: of� ce@aciclaw.org



2022 ANNUAL FALL MEETING AND 
EDUCATION CONFERENCE 

CO-CHAIRS:

JENNIFER FITZPATRICK 

Jennifer Fitzpatrick is an Assistant General Counsel at Pacific Life Insurance Company and is respon-
sible for legal matters relating to domestic and international investments, including unsecured, secured, 
structured and project finance transactions in the private placement market.  Prior to joining Pacific Life 
in 2007, she was Vice President, Corporate Counsel and Corporate Secretary at New Century Financial 
Corporation and oversaw the legal team responsible for financing transactions, securities law compli-
ance, mergers and acquisitions, corporate governance and contract administration.  Prior to that, she 
was a corporate associate at Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison LLP and Testa Hurwitz & Thibeault LLP where 
she represented issuers, underwriters and investors in public and private equity and debt offerings.  Jen 
received her A.B. degree in history from Duke University and a J.D. degree from Cornell Law School.

DAVID SIMONDS 

When distressed debt investors (including noteholders and lenders), financially troubled companies, creditors’ committees, 
and acquirers of distressed businesses and assets need an experienced lawyer to guide them through a 
chapter 11 case, an out-of-court restructuring or a liability management transaction, they turn to David 
Simonds. For more than 30 years, David has been advising on financial restructuring matters across 
several industries. He has been involved in first-of-their-kind, complex restructurings both in the United 
States and internationally, including cross-border transactions and insolvencies, as well as liability man-
agement transactions and special situations lending (including rescue, debtor-in-possession and exit 
financing).  David also previously served as Director of Operations for a leading apparel company. 

David is a member of the California bar (since 2001) and New York bar (since 1993), and is a certified 
public accountant registered in South Dakota (since 1992 (inactive)).  He earned a J.D. degree from the 
New York University School of Law in 1992 and a B.S. degree in accounting and business administra-

tion, summa cum laude, from the State University of New York at Albany in 1989.

David has been recognized as a standout among his peers by a number of the leading legal directories, including being ranked 
by Chambers USA (2013-2024) and by IFLR1000 as Highly Regarded, as well as Best Lawyers in America for Bankruptcy and 
Creditor Debtor Rights/Insolvency and Reorganization Law (Los Angeles) (2007-2021). David has been an ACIC Fellow since 
2012 and is a member of the development committee and communications committee.
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1. Panel Intro
a. Brief introduction of panelists and topics we plan to cover

2. Market Update
a.  Investor Sentiment – aggressive investor sentiment continues to drive strong receptivity of the

market & new names
b.  Investor Complex – new entrants to the market and the evolving dynamics of investor interaction,

both via consolidation and new buyers
c.  Issuance Volumes – 1H kept a strong pace, seemingly on track to meet or exceed 2021 volume
d.  Transaction Sizes – continue to grow
e.  Tenors – flexibility remains a hallmark of the market, but tenors have been pushed longer across

sectors & credits
f. Delayed Drawdowns – in face of rising rates, remain an important feature of market
g. UST levels – hawkish Fed policy is clear
h.  Demand – expected continue demand for the PP asset class, even when public markets remain

volatile

3. Regulatory Matters of Concern to PPiA
a. Bond definition project

i. Issuer obligations vs. asset backed securities
ii. For certain ABS, an insurer may need to document why such securities should qualify as bonds

b. Role of rating agencies/scope of filing exemption

4. Sanctions
a. Update of new areas of concern – two (2) key prohibitions from US sanctions perspective:

i. Direct/indirect involvement by sanctioned persons
ii. The “new investment” prohibition

b. Real life examples of this coming into play in an investment transaction
i. Minority ownership of subsidiary by sanctioned person
ii.  Russian guarantors (or non-Russian guarantors with Russian subsidiaries)
i.  Debt for equity swap – acquiring a non-Russian parent with non-predominant operations in

Russia through a dormant subsidiary

SESSION 1: MARKET AND REGULATORY UPDATE

MODERATOR: 

PANELISTS: 

Chris Dallas, Pacific Life Insurance Company

Jennifer Tippins, Citi Global Markets
Brian Keating, Guardian Life Insurance Company of America 
Alexis Guinan, Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP



 c.  Possible – how deep to dive to find a connection from an issuer to a sanctioned country or individual 
– when is enough, enough?

  i. Due diligence
   1. Organizational chart
   2.  Screening – issuer, affiliates (including subsidiaries and intermediate and ultimate parents), 

directors & officers, and shareholders
   3.  Public source – touchpoints with sanctioned countries/territories, previous enforcement 

actions

   4. Due diligence questions/requests – same as #2 + compliance measures
  ii. Key contractual protections – tailored to particular risk/client risk tolerance
   1. Status under US/EU/UK/UN Sanctions clause
   2. Use of proceeds & source of funds for repayment restrictions
    a. Ring-fencing funds related to Russian business
    b. No applicability
   3. Compliance with Sanctions (no applicability)
   4. Policies and procedures (no applicability)
  iii. Other considerations
   1. Other contractual commitments – investment financing; side letters
   2. State divestment laws
   3. EU/UK and other applicable sanctions



MODERATOR:

CHRIS DALLAS joined Pacific Life Insurance Company’s Law Department in 2004. Chris leads the practice group of attorneys 
and paralegals providing advice on real estate, asset management, private placement, project finance, private equity and other 
investment transactions. Chris is the secretary of the company’s Management Investment Committee, which is responsible for 
the company’s invested assets, including its general account. He is also a member of the company’s Workout Committee, which 
is tasked with optimizing recoveries for distressed assets within the company’s investment portfolio. His day- to-day responsi-
bilities include providing legal support to Pacific Life’s investment professionals on all types of global private debt and equity 
transactions, and he also frequently works on strategic corporate transactions.    

Prior to joining Pacific Life, Chris was an attorney in the Real Estate department of Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP. 

Chris received his J.D., summa cum laude, from Pepperdine University School of Law, and his B.A. from the University of Cali-
fornia at Santa Barbara.  Chris is the President and a Trustee of the American College of Investment Counsel, and a member of 
and past chair of the Investments Section of the Association of Life Insurance Counsel.

PANELISTS:

JENNIFER TIPPINS is a Director within the Private Credit Markets & Solutions team at Citi and is the head of distribution for 
Citi’s private placement product and focuses on coverage and placement of transactions to Citi’s largest investor clients. She is 
a key point of contact for private placement investors and assists in the execution of all private placement transactions. She has 
worked in sales and distribution at Citi for 18 years across a multitude of fixed income products, including structured products 
and public credit, with a focus exclusively on private placements and private credit for the past six years. Jen graduated from 
Creighton University with a degree in Finance and Health Administration & Policy.

BRIAN KEATING has worked in corporate finance since 1985, initially as an attorney. When he shifted over to the role of debt 
investor, his qualifications for a business career fell somewhere between unorthodox and shabby: skills in group dynamics 
learned as the 3rd of 5 children; liberal arts degree; law degree; and 13 years of legal practice, first at law firms and then in-
house. Yet all of this experience has proven useful, especially the first named. At present, Brian is the head of the private place-
ment group at Guardian Life.  As such, Brian manages a portfolio of approximately $13 billion in fixed income investments, plus 
a portfolio of low income housing investments and solar tax equity.

ALEXIS GUINAN is senior counsel in Akin Gump’s international trade practice. Her practice focuses on economic and trade 
sanctions laws, and she advises clients regarding those laws as well as other international trade laws in joint ventures, merg-
ers and acquisitions (M&A), and financings. With her deep knowledge of fund structures, Alexis handles complex investor- and 
investment-related challenges related to Russia and other sanctions programs.  

Alexis also focuses on addressing sanctions and other trade-related concerns in special situations transactions, counseling 
clients seeking to acquire, divest and/or restructure their investments, businesses and liabilities.

Prior to joining the firm, Alexis was an R. Michael Gadbaw Fellow in General Electric’s International Law and Policy Group. She 
gained familiarity with sanctions and export controls and implementation of compliance mechanisms to effectively mitigate 
against such risks.



NOTES:



1. Panel Intro
 a.  Investors are seeking assets with additional yield given low interest rates while also investing in a 

capital efficient manner
 b. More complex deals that do not rely on traditional documentation
  i. Offering additional deal sweeteners, possibly downstream via separate securitization
  ii. Insurers touching on other asset classes, but our focus is on debt structures

2. RBC Overview
 a. Different treatment for debt and equity
 b. Requirements for admission of assets (rating)
 
3. NAIC views 
 a. Update on recent NAIC proposals (bond and rating agency proposals)
  i. Focus on structured transactions
  ii. Focus on the role of rating agencies
 b. ACLI, PPIA, and others weighing in on these
 c.  Discussion regarding risk evaluation related to capital efficient structures – evolving views of 

investors and regulators
 
4. Certain capital efficient structures 
 a. CLO like structures for private credit
 b. CFO structures
 c. Private securitizations (A/B notes for individual credit transactions)
 d. Sweeteners/Warrants/X-Notes
 e. Feeder Fund structures for equity investments
 f. Variations to PCAPS
 
5. Practical Issues with the bespoke structures
 a. Administrative issues
 b. Accounting issues
 c. Additional investors
 d. Capital call facilities
 e. Lack of standardized documents given newness of structures 
 
6. Additional Topics
 a. Discuss relationship with asset sourcing initiatives
 b. Questions from the audience

SESSION 2: STRUCTURED PRIVATE ASSETS: 
OVERVIEW AND PRACTICAL INSIGHTS

MODERATOR: Alfredo Cantoral, American Equity Life Insurance

PANELISTS:  Brian Keating, The Guardian Life Insurance Company of America

   Anna Pinedo, Mayer Brown LLP

   Michael Robson, Greenberg Traurig, LLP

   Sanjay Yodh, Monroe Capital Partners



MODERATOR:

ALFREDO CANTORAL is a Vice President, Associate General Counsel, and Head of Investments Legal for American Equity 
Investment Life Insurance Company (NYSE: AEL).  In this role, Alfredo leads the team that manages all legal aspects for the 
investments division, including the negotiation, structuring, execution, and monitoring of investment transactions, compliance 
with relevant laws and regulations applicable to insurance company investments, investments related litigation, and corporate 
governance.  Alfredo is also lead counsel for AEL’s investment adviser, High Trestle Investment Management.  Prior to joining 
AEL, Alfredo was Vice President and Senior Counsel at PPM America, a Chicago based investment adviser and prior to PPM, 
Senior Counsel at Allstate Insurance Company.  At both PPM and Allstate, Alfredo was responsible for private asset classes, 
including CLO management.  Alfredo began his legal career in private practice at a major Wisconsin law firm located in Milwau-
kee.  Alfredo received a B.S. in Economics and J.D. from Marquette University.  Despite living in the Chicago area, and despite 
his wife’s valiant efforts, Alfredo and his two boys are diehard fans of the Green Bay Packers and Marquette Golden Eagles.  The 
family agrees, however, that the Chicago Cubs are the only Chicago baseball team worth supporting.  

PANELISTS:

BRIAN KEATING has worked in corporate finance since 1985, initially as an attorney. When he shifted over to the role of debt 
investor, his qualifications for a business career fell somewhere between unorthodox and shabby: skills in group dynamics 
learned as the 3rd of 5 children; liberal arts degree; law degree; and 13 years of legal practice, first at law firms and then in-
house. Yet all of this experience has proven useful, especially the first named. At present, Brian is the head of the private place-
ment group at Guardian Life.  As such, Brian manages a portfolio of approximately $13 billion in fixed income investments, plus 
a portfolio of low income housing investments and solar tax equity.

ANNA PINEDO is a partner in Mayer Brown’s New York office and co-leader of the Global Capital Markets practice. She con-
centrates her practice on securities and derivatives. Anna represents issuers, investment banks/financial intermediaries and 
investors in financing transactions, including public offerings and private placements of equity and debt securities, as well as 
structured notes and other hybrid and structured products.

She works closely with financial institutions to create and structure innovative financing techniques, including new securities 
distribution methodologies and financial products. She also works with financial institutions in connection with international 
offerings of equity and debt securities, equity- and credit-linked notes, and hybrid and structured products, as well as medium 
term note and other continuous offering programs.  Anna is a member of the American Bar Association’s (ABA) Committee 
on the Federal Regulation of Securities, a member of the subcommittee on Disclosure and Continuous Reporting, chair of the 
subcommittee on Securities Registration, chair of the subcommittee on Annual Review, and a member of the task force on the 
future of securities regulation.

MICHAEL D. ROBSON is a Shareholder at Greenberg Traurig, LLP who focuses his practice on corporate, project and struc-
tured finance transactions (both domestic and cross-border), including public-private partnerships and lease finance transac-
tions. Michael’s representation of insurance companies, finance companies and institutional investors concentrate on private 
placements of debt, both secured and unsecured; complex project and facility financings; real estate transactions; equipment 
financings and credit tenant loans. A considerable amount of Michael’s practice involves energy and infrastructure financings 
and includes advising, structuring, and documenting debt offerings, and financing arrangements; negotiating lenders’ interests 
in project-related agreements; and structuring transactions to attain requisite credit ratings on debt securities from the rating 
agencies. Michael also reviews leases and project-related agreements, negotiates and documents financing arrangements and 
advises on NAIC-governed “Schedule D” bond transactions.

SANJAY YODH is a Managing Director, Head of Insurance Solutions.  He is responsible for investment solutions based on the 
firm’s offerings throughout the insurance company sector and broader institutional investor universe globally.  Mr. Yodh has over 
25 years of experience in the financial industry, asset management and insurance.  Prior to Monroe, Mr. Yodh was the Head of 
Insurance Solutions in North America at Aberdeen Standard Investments.  Sanjay has held C-level management positions that 
have included leadership and oversight of business strategy, capital markets, insurance, investments, distribution, and product 
development. His former firms include Proshares Advisors, Guggenheim Investments, Deutsche Asset Management and JP 
Morgan.  Mr. Yodh earned his Bachelor of Science degree in Industrial Engineering from New Jersey Institute of Technology and 
Master of Information Technology and Analytics from Rutgers University.



NOTES:



NOTES:



1.  Addiction – General Discussion

 1.2  Magnitude of the Problem
    The American Medical Association defines alcoholism and all other types of addiction as a disease. 

In a “perspectives” article in the journal of the American Medical Association, Brian Vastag wrote, 
“The brain changes during addiction.” Mr. Vastag explained that all drugs of abuse activated a 
pleasure pathway in the brain, the “dopamine reward circuit.” Eventually, he wrote “the dopamine 
circuit becomes blunted; with tolerance, a drug simply pushes the circuit back to normal, boosting 
the user out of depression but no longer propelling him or her toward euphoria.” With repeated use, 
a new state of “normal” is created, requiring continued use to feel normal. The changes in the brain, 
though not permanent, can be long lasting. Whether the addiction is to alcohol, illegal drugs or pre-
scription medication, addiction is addiction, no matter what substance is being abused. An earlier 
view, remarkably accurate for its time, was that alcoholism is an allergy of the body coupled with an 
obsession of the mind. Either way, it is a problem over which the abuser has very little control.

     Under any characterization, substance abuse is a serious and widespread public health problem:
   •  18 million Americans are estimated to have problems with alcohol,
   •  5 – 6 million people in the U.S. have problems related to drug use,
   •  Alcohol and drug abuse cost the American economy an estimated $276 Billion each year in lost 

production, health care expenditures, crime, accidents and other factors,
   •  Untreated alcoholism and addiction are more costly public health problems than heart disease, 

diabetes, cancer and AIDS - - - combined!1

1  Substance Abuse: The Nation’s Number One Health Problem; Institute for Public Health Policy, Brandeis University (Initially published 

in 1994 and updated 2001).

   The problem is no longer confined to alcohol and illegal drugs. Increasingly, people are innocently 
becoming addicted to widely prescribed stimulants, tranquilizers and painkillers. An April 9, 2001 
issue of Newsweek has an excellent cover article on painkillers. Vicodin is one of the most widely 
prescribed and highly addictive painkillers. Codeine, Darvon, percodan, and the latest potent pain-
killer, OxyContin, are also highly addictive and being abused.

   The harsh reality is that substance abuse is still present in alarming proportions, and it generates an 
enormous range of medical, social and criminal problems.

   Statistically, the impact of substance abuse on health should, by itself, be enough to force most 
alcoholics and drug users to seek assistance. Drugs and alcohol are involved in 35% of psychiatric 
admissions, 20% of hospital admissions, account for 75% of trauma victims and 80% of the prison 
population, according to studies cited by the Betty Ford Professional Recovery Program.

SESSION 3: SUBSTANCE ABUSE AND MENTAL HEALTH – 
THE UNIQUE CHALLENGES OF THE LEGAL PROFESSION-ETHICS 

MODERATOR: Sarah Olson, Thrivent Financial

PANELISTS:  David Mann, The Other Bar



   Physically, alcoholics lose their health or their lives to a large range of devastating diseases, including:
  • liver disease
  • gastrointestinal bleeding
  • anemia,
  • pancreatitis,
  • throat cancer,
  • neurological disorders,
  • injuries incurred from auto accidents or fights
  • alcohol poisoning
  • suicide

   Alcoholics have a reduced life expectancy: for men it is 48; for women it is 52, although longer life 
expectancy is probably a result of later onset of abuse. In fact, because of their smaller size and ge-
netic differences, women succumb faster than men.

 1.2 Addiction – Specifics within the Legal Profession
     Substance abuse has always been identified with the legal profession. The stereotype of the “old 

drunken trial lawyer” has existed since the 18th century. Unfortunately, recent studies have con-
firmed a larger problem in the legal community than elsewhere.

    While it is estimated that approximately 8- 10% of the general population suffers from the disease 
of chemical dependency, according to the American Bar Association, the corresponding estimate 
for lawyers is nearly double, between 15-18%. Most lawyers experiences extraordinary amounts of 
STRESS each day, resulting from long hours, deadlines, dealing with difficult clients, judges, and 
colleagues. Over time, these elements of stress take their toll, often resulting in a diminished or ne-
glected family or social life. Substances are often used to relieve stress and can eventually become 
habitual. In a study done in 1990 by John Hopkins Medical School, lawyers were found to have the 
highest rate of clinical depression of all professions surveyed. Substance abuse often develops as 
an attempt to self-medicate the underlying mental health issue.

    Roadblocks to recovery in the legal community include the outdated, but deeply ingrained, notion 
that addiction is a sign of weakness or moral failing. Lawyers and judges are held in high regard and 
usually maintain outside appearances. They are held to a higher standard of conduct. They are ac-
customed to being in control, and giving advice rather than receiving it. They are often more likely to 
intellectualize the problem and are fearful of disclosure, loss of respect of colleagues, loss of clients, 
loss of job, loss of license. But these very roadblocks are also great motivators for addressing the 
problem, particularly loss of family, job and/or license. In approximately 50-70% of cases in which 
lawyers face disciplinary charges, alcoholism and/or addiction is involved.

 1.3 Substance Abuse, Addiction and the Workplace
    As extensively outlined in Alcohol and the Workplace, an article by Karen Clopton in the July 2001 

issue of the California Bar Journal, alcoholism is a covered disability under the Americans with 
Disabilities Act (ADA), the California Fair Employment and Housing Act (FEHA), and federally, un-
der those governed by Sections 501,503 and 504 of the Rehabilitation Act 29USCA s2612 (a)(1)(D). 
Under the Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA), it is also deemed a serious health condition.

    Not all substance abuse indicates an addiction. The difference between the substance abuser and 
one addicted to a substance is best described as follows. Once a person who is a substance abuser 
(a chronic heavy user or a periodic heavy user, one who on occasion after periods of abstinence, 
gets out of control for a period of time, rather than a habitual user) starts running into problems, 



legal, personal, professional, or medical, he/she can and will stop. If one has crossed the line into 
addiction, however, that person will no longer be able to predict or control their use on a consistent 
basis, and will continue to ingest the substance in the face of problems. It might here be noted that 
cocaine is the only substance that rats will take until they die. Once addiction has set in, a person 
loses the power of choice. Usually, a person will try to do controlled drinking or using, drinking only 
on weekends or switching drinks sometimes, the method of control will work, but at other times, 
it won’t. Those who have become addicted never know what the outcome will be once they start. 
They will find themselves getting into trouble even when they started out with the best of intentions. 
They frequently will then suffer feelings of remorse and demoralization, anger at themselves which 
can then be projected onto others, often as blame.

    This is because the brain has undergone changes that set up what is called the phenomenon of 
craving, which sets in after the first drink or hit or pill. It is an allergy of the body, an inability to me-
tabolize the substance in the same way that a person without such an addiction can, similar to the 
diabetic’s metabolism of sugar. The allergy of the body is accompanied by an obsession with getting 
and using the desired substance.

     Increasingly, studies point out a genetic predisposition to the disease. This is particularly true from 
male parent to sons, and especially so if both parents themselves suffer from alcoholism/addiction. 
In studies of adopted children, children of alcoholics have a 2-4x greater chance of developing the 
disease themselves, even if raised in a non- alcoholic home. Similarly, in studies of the brain, the 
brain waves of sons of alcoholics differ markedly from the brain waves of non-alcoholics, studied 
long before they had ingested alcohol. Alcoholism is a chronic disease and a progressive one. It will 
always get worse if untreated. There might be brief recovery, but without ongoing support, there is 
usually a relapse. It is a disease that tells you that there is no disease. This aspect, called denial, is 
a major hallmark of someone with a problem. Only 3 to 5% of those afflicted lose everything. Most 
have family, friends, jobs and function fairly well. However, some area of the addict or alcoholic’s life 
will eventually suffer: family, social, financial, or professional

2. The Implications of the Disease
 
 2.1 Common Ramifications
     Personally: marriages, family life and other social relationships suffer. Professionally: over time, 

there is a material adverse effect on productivity, which commonly manifests in one (or typically 
more) of the following ways:

   • poor work performance
   • absenteeism
   • excessive sick days
   • unexplained absences especially on Mondays and Fridays
   • lateness
   • long lunches
   • frequent breaks
   • not returning from lunch
   • neglect of appearance: smell of alcohol, bloodshot eyes or dilated pupils
   • irritability
   • argumentativeness
   • insubordination
   • missed deadlines, court appearances or late filings
   • misuse of client funds
   • complaints by colleagues, client etc.



 2.2   Symptoms of Dependency
    Three of these symptoms over a 12 month period indicate a problem:
   1.  Tolerance, needing more of the substance to produce the desired effect;
   2.  A variety of withdrawal symptoms, which are treated with repeated use of the substance;
   3. Increased use, drinking or using more than planned;
   4. Craving, an overwhelming desire to use the substance;
   5. Continued use in spite of problems;
   6. Much time spent procuring, hiding and obsessing about getting or using the substance;
   7. Repeated failed attempts to control use;
   8. Isolation, loss of interest and abandonment of many social activities.
  
 2.3  Symptoms of Abuse
   One or more of these symptoms over a 12-month period indicates substance abuse:
   1. Failure to fulfill home or workplace responsibilities;
   2. Physically dangerous use, e.g., driving under the influence;
   3. Legal problems;
   4. Continued use in the face of legal and/or personal consequences.

3.  Treatment and Assistance
  The best prognosis involves a person’s honesty is admitting there is a problem, their willingness to seek 

or accept help, a supportive family and work environment, and continued contact with a support net-
work. A person may be able to address the problem on his/her own with participation in a twelve-step 
program. These include AA, NA, CA, MA etc. The Other Bar is a non-profit, free assessment and referral 
service available without cost to lawyers, judges, and law students, active or retired who need assis-
tance with substance abuse. It is meant to be a bridge to a recovery meeting, but also has its own sup-
port meetings throughout the state. (800-222-0767; www.otherbar.org) The Other Bar also offers edu-
cational and prevention programs and is an MCLE provider. Consultants throughout the state can bring 
a panel to a law firm, law school, corporation, the judiciary etc. It operates a 24hr/7day support hotline 
(800-222-0767).

  For attorneys facing mental health disabilities, which may or may not be accompanied by substance 
abuse and for attorneys with discipline issues, there is the Lawyer Assistance Program (SB479) which 
became effective January 1, 2001. (866-436- 6644). This is a more structured program than the assis-
tance provided by the Other Bar. It may require up to a 5 year commitment, an expenditure of funds for 
which financial aid may be available, random testing and meetings facilitated by a therapist. For the 
attorney facing discipline or experiencing mental health issues, this program is especially beneficial.

  Sometimes, a combination of counseling, out-patient treatment and attendance at a support network 
will be sufficient. At other times, residential treatment is the best approach to treatment, coupled always 
with follow-up in an ongoing support meeting. If there is family involved, it is important that the family be 
treated as well. It is a disease that affects the whole family. They need to learn how to be supportive in a 
detached rather than an enabling way. The addict/alcoholic needs to face consequences. Interventions, 
done with the guidance of a trained interventionist, can often be used to successfully persuade the sub-
stance abuser that he or she needs treatment.

  Professionals have been found to have a higher success rate in recovery when they recover with other 
professionals. They are likely to be less guarded in sharing their problem with others in their profession, 
who share common experiences and work environment. The shame and denial that often accompany 
addiction are more easily penetrated.



Conclusion
   Substance abuse affects the legal profession more so than the general population. It is a threat to 

the public, can be fatal to the one impaired, and has disastrous consequences to those in close 
personal or professional relationships with the one impaired. If you or anyone you know, personally 
or professionally, needs help, there is help and hope. Get help for yourself. Attend Alanon meetings 
and learn how to take care of yourself and not enable the substance abuser. Enlist the assistance of 
the Lawyer Assistance Program and the Other Bar. Consider an intervention. But do not ignore the 
problem. Urge the addict/alcoholic to seek help. You may save a life or a license.

Signs & Symptoms of Chemical Dependency
(With thanks to the Florida Lawyers Assistance, Inc.)

 Family Physical Community Office Professional

 Withdrawal from  Multiple Decrease Disorganized Inappropriate
 family and  complaints participation in appointment behavior
 pleasurable    community affairs schedule or moods

activities

 Frequent  Increased use of Change of friends, Hostile behavior Decreasing
 absences prescription  acquaintances to staff and clients quality of
  medication   performance

 Frequent  Increased Drunk & “Locked door” Inappropriate
 arguments;  hospitalizations disorderly syndrome pleadings,  
 child/spousal    incidents, public  (drinking or decisions 
 abuse   intoxication using at work)   
 DWI arrests

 Family members  Frequent visits to Leaders in Borrowing Partners,  
 display  physicians, community money from associates, 
 codependent  dentists, medical lose partners,  staff notice
 behaviors professionals confidence associates changes in 
     or staff behavior

 Children engage Personal hygiene, Marked change Frequently Client 
 in abnormal, dress, and in participation absent, sick complaints, 
  antisocial, or  appearance in weekly routines – or missing disciplinary 
illegal activities deteriorate including from work issues and  
    religious and  malpractice suits
 volunteer participation.

 Sexual problems  Accidents, Sexual promiscuity Clients openly Missed hearings,
 (impotence, affair) trauma,  complain to appointments,
  ER visits  partners, depositions
    associates, staff

 Separation or Serious Isolation from Increasing Loss of clients,
 divorce emotional support systems,  unexplained practice,  
 (initiated by  crisis friends and absences unemployment
 spouse)   family
    
 



DOS and DON’TS:
FOR THE FAMILIES, FRIENDS, AND CO-WORKERS

OF ALCOHOLICS AND OTHER DRUG DEPENDENT PEOPLE

DO talk to someone who understands the disease of alcoholism and other drug addiction.
DO learn the facts about chemical dependency 
DO develop an attitude to match the facts
DO go to Al-anon and/or seek professional help.
DO learn about yourself, your needs, desires, reactions and behavior patterns.
DO maintain a healthy and consistent atmosphere in your home or workplace as much as possible.
DO take care of your needs and let the addicted person take care of his/her needs. 
DO share your knowledge with others.
DO be committed to your own growth, health, and life goals – be constructively selfish.

DON’T preach and lecture to the person addicted to alcohol or other drugs 
DON’T make excuses for the chemically dependent person.
DON’T  rescue – let them clear up his or her own mistakes and assume the responsibility for the conse-

quences of his or her drinking behavior
DON’T make threats you won’t carry out.
DON’T believe that you are the cause of the other person’s alcoholism or drug dependency.
DON’T suffer for the chemically dependent person.
DON’T  protect the chemically dependent person from alcohol or drinking situations whether he or she is 

drinking or in a program of recovery.
Adapted from information provided by: The National Council on Alcoholism and Other Drug Dependencies – Bay Area’s.

A Self-Test: Use this questionnaire to assess alcohol and/or chemical dependency problems
1.   Are my associates, clients, or support personnel alleging that my drinking/drug use is interfering with my work?
2.   Do I plan my office routine around my drinking/drug use?
3.   Am I fooling myself into believing that my drinking at business lunches is really necessary?
4.   Do I ever feel I need a drink/drug to face certain situations?
5.   Do I drink/use drugs alone?
6.    Because of my drinking/drug use has I ever had a loss of memory when I was apparently conscious and 

functioning?
7.   Has my ambition or efficiency decreased since I began drinking/drugging?
8.    Do I ever drink/drug before meetings or court appearances to calm my nerves, gain courage, or improve 

performance?
9.   Do I want, or take, a drink/drug the next morning?
10.  Have I missed or adjourned closings, court appearances or other appointments because of my drinking/

drug use?
11.  Because of my drinking/using drugs, have I ever felt any of the following: fear, remorse, guilt, real loneli-

ness, depression, severe anxiety, terror, or a feeling of impending doom?
12.  Is drinking/drug use making me careless of my family’s welfare or other personal responsibilities?
13.  Does my drinking/drug use lead me to questionable environments or acquaintances?
14.  Do I really “need” a drink/drug to steady my nerves?
15.  Have I ever neglected my office administration or misused funds because of my drinking/drug use?
16.  Am I becoming increasingly reluctant to face my clients and colleagues in order to hide my drinking/drug use?
17.  Have I ever had the shakes, the sweats, or hallucinations as the result of my drinking/ drug use?
18. Do I lie to hide the amount I am drinking or using drugs?
19. Could my occasional or frequent disturbed or fitful sleeping be the result of my drinking/ drug use?
20.  Have I ever been hospitalized or treated by a doctor directly or indirectly as a result of my drinking/drug use?



IF I HAVE ANSWERED YES TO ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE QUESTIONS, IT IS TIME TO SEEK
HELP. You do not have to manage it alone. Don’t put off calling while you are trying to decide whether things 
are bad enough. You do not have to lose your license, reputation or family before reaching out for assistance.

How Can a Firm or Corporation Deal with the Issue of a Partner or Employee who is abusing Substances?

Promptly—Addiction is a disease that gets worse, never better. It is important for the firm as well as the indi-
vidual involved to break through DENIAL and address the problem.

Firmly—Set boundaries, conditions for the individual in the workplace. INTERVENTION??? The addict senses 
when and where there is wiggle room, and often will not get help without an ultimatum. They may be in their 
own denial.

Openly—With discretion, of course, and respecting privacy and Employment law issues, but do not feed 
paranoia. Focus directly on the substance abuse affects work quality and performance. Be specific. Share 
with the others on a “need to know” basis.

Employment Law Issues turn on the status of the relationship, whether employee or partner. Some criteria:
 • Power to hire/fire
 • Right to supervise

If an employee, issues of Discrimination (ADA, Family Medical Leave Act (if more than 50 people), Privacy of 
medical records, Defamation arise, one is required to respect confidentiality, and make accommodation, and 
not discriminate.

If a partner, issues of Fiduciary Duty apply.
 •  Establish and maintain institutional standards so that behavioral and performance problems are identi-

fied at an early opportunity.
 •  Identify specific performance or behavioral problems such as erratic work hours, substandard perfor-

mance, and observations of intoxication or impairment, unacceptable or unprofessional behavior.
 •  Confront the lawyer with factual information and observations, and provide an opportunity for expla-

nation or a request for assistance.
 •  If appropriate, request an evaluation by a healthcare professional to determine whether there is a 

medical problem and, if so, what course of treatment is recommended.
 •   Impose appropriate requirements, including a “last chance” or “return to work” agreement.

LAST CHANCE AGREEMENTS
In business, employers generally require employees returning from treatment to execute a “last chance 
agreement” or “return to work agreement.” These agreements can be a constructive part of recovery. They 
provide job related motivation and outline job related responsibilities which relate to treatment and recovery. 
Although they vary from workplace to workplace, most include the following elements:
 •  Verification that the employee is participating in a treatment program (be careful not to require too 

much information);
 • A commitment to remain drug and alcohol5 free;
 • An acknowledgement that the lawyer is committed to adhere to requisite standards of behavior;
 • Drug or alcohol testing if appropriate (be careful to avoid random alcohol testing for employees);
 •  A commitment to participate fully in recommended aftercare, 12 step meetings, or other therapy rec-

ommended by treatment counselors;
 •  An acknowledgement that a violation of the agreement, or its incorporated standards, will result in im-

mediate termination; and
 •  Authorization to talk to treatment counselors to obtain information about compliance with treatment 

requirements, aftercare conditions, and to get advice about the return to work, all limited to a need to 
know basis and carefully drafted to protect medical privacy.



“Last chance” or “return to work” agreements are appropriate for the lawyer too; however the type of agree-
ment might vary with the lawyer’s status. Partners and shareholders who have ownership interests may work 
under agreements that spell out rights and responsibilities that leave little room for a mandatory extra agree-
ment such as a last chance agreement. That may leave the firm with little leverage beyond a beyond a mo-
tion to expel the lawyer or break up the firm. But don’t overlook the value of negotiation too. You may be able 
to work out a perfectly satisfactory return to work agreement which protects organizational interests and, in 
exchange, offers practice related assistance upon return.

* Before requiring a commitment to remain alcohol free, check with developing interpretations of the Americans with Disabilities Act. 
While current use of illegal drugs is not protected under the law, alcoholism is as long as it does not have a negative effect on the busi-
ness operations. That may lead to a tension between the need to abstain from alcohol for purposes of treatment and recovery, and the 

employer’s insufficient interest in monitoring off the job drinking habits. We don’t yet know where the line lies.

SAMPLE: TREATMENT AND RETURN TO WORK AGREEMENT
By signing this agreement I accept and agree to the following terms and conditions which will govern my 
continued employment with and my return to work with [firm].

I. TREATMENT
 1.  I acknowledge that my work performance and/or behavior have resulted in the need for intervention 

and have provided a basis for the termination of my employment (or: define nature of relationship) 
with the firm. As a consequence, and in order to avoid the termination of my employment (expulsion 
from the firm), I voluntarily accept the terms of this agreement.

 2.  I agree to submit to an immediate evaluation by a health care professional of the firm’s selection.
 3.   I will follow all treatment recommendations of that professional including without limitation entry into 

a residential treatment program.
 4.  I understand that I am responsible for all costs associated with the treatment program to the extent 

they are not covered by insurance.
 5.  I will authorize regular progress reports to be made to the firm during treatment (tailor to specific consent).

II. RETURN TO WORK
 1.  Upon completion of the recommended treatment program I understand that the firm will return me to 

employment.
 2.  Upon my return, I will review all aftercare requirements and recommendations with my supervisor (on 

a need to know basis).
 3.  I understand and acknowledge that my return to work will be conditioned upon my strict compliance 

with the following:
  a.  Strict compliance with the treatment recommendations made by the treatment professionals with 

whom I have been working. Upon completion of my treatment program, a summary of those rec-
ommendations will be prepared and attached as Exhibit A to this agreement, and I will re-execute 
it at that time (tailor consistent with medical authorization);

  b.  Complete abstention from all mood-altering substances except in strict accordance with the 
written authorization of a licensed physician who has been advised in advance of my treatment 
for substance abuse and who has reviewed any such prescription in advance with my substance 
abuse counselors (tailor to address off-duty alcohol use);

  c.  Regular attendance at required or recommended 12-step programs.
 4.  For a period of two years from the date of my return to work, I agree to submit to testing to detect the 

presence or use of drugs (or alcohol if appropriate), on any basis including random or unannounced, 
and at the times and on the terms that are communicated to me by [insert authorized person or 
entity]. I understand that at the conclusion of the two year period the company, in its sole discretion, 
may extend the period during which I will submit to drug testing for an additional year.

  (Use caution in defining alcohol testing to avoid ADA problems)



 5.  I understand and acknowledge that I continue to be bound by and must adhere to all standards of 
professionalism, behavior and performance that are required of attorneys with the firm as they may 
exist from time to time, including but not limited to those set out in the firm’s policy and procedure 
manual.

 6.  This agreement does not guarantee my employment or compensation for any period of time, nor does 
it in any way alter my status [as an at will employee]. I understand and acknowledge that strict ad-
herence to these terms and conditions are a requirement of my continued employment with the firm 
and that any violation of the terms of this agreement (including its incorporated standards) will result 
in my immediate termination. By my signature below I confirm that I have reviewed and considered 
these terms and accept them voluntarily as a constructive part of my recovery. I also acknowledge 
that these terms are being provided to me as an alternate to the termination of my employment. I 
understand that I may withdraw my consent at any time during the term of this agreement, but ac-
knowledge that withdrawing my consent is a voluntary termination of my employment (consent to my 
expulsion from the firm).

Signature # 1 (at the time of intervention):

Signature # 2 (upon return to work, and incorporating aftercare recommendations)

      



MODERATOR:

SARAH OLSON is a Director, Senior Counsel for Thrivent’s Investments division.  Her main areas of focus are providing legal 
support to Thrivent’s private placement group and using her restructuring background to advise on insolvency- or distress-relat-
ed issues that arise in private or public investments.  Before joining Thrivent, Sarah was a shareholder at Fredrikson & Byron in 
Minneapolis, in the firm’s Bankruptcy, Restructuring & Workouts group.  She received her J.D. from the University of Minnesota 
Law School and a B.A. from the University of Kansas.

PANELISTS:

DAVID MANN is a graduate of Ohio State University and Stanford Law School.  He served as a Deputy Public Defender in 
San Francisco before becoming a solo criminal defense practitioner.  After 12 years of practice, substance abuse-related is-
sues caused him to resign from the bar with disciplinary charges pending.  Following a relentless battle with addiction which 
included numerous hospitalizations and periods of living on the streets, he succeeded in getting clean and sober in 1998.  
Since then he has worked, among other things, as a cab driver, a private investigator, a paralegal, and a drug and alcohol re-
habilitation counselor.  He presently serves as the Northern California Consultant to The Other Bar, a statewide organization 
of recovering attorneys, judges, and law students.  In this capacity, he spends his time providing outreach and education 
to the legal community, and assisting attorneys as they struggle with substance abuse and related challenges that threaten 
their ability and/or eligibility to practice law.



I. General Introduction and Context:

i. An analysis of the rise of private equity and other financial sponsors in the market
ii.  A corresponding increase in private debt and a more diverse set of financial players, resulting in less

cohesion in the market and a greater tendency to push for more aggressive loan documentation terms
iii.  An increased amount of flexibility in loan documentation terms enables more out-of-court solutions for

challenging credits
iv.  Financial sponsors have been looking to extend runway for their investments by using other liquidity

sources vs. their own equity
v. This has resulted in an increase in so-called “liability management” transactions
vi. Some of these are coercive in nature (“creditor-on-creditor violence”)
vii. A brief discussion of uptiering and dropdown transactions, including leading case examples

II. Practical Experience:
i. When do these situations arise and who gets the “first call”?
ii. What do financial advisors do when they are involved in a liability management transaction?
iii. How do investors evaluate their options in these situations?
iv. What sort of analysis and process would investors conduct?
v. What sort of analysis and process would financial advisors conduct?
vi. When would outside counsel become involved and in what ways?
vii. Should insurance company investors be wary of the liability management trend?
viii.Is there an opportunity for insurance company investors around liability management?

III. ACIC Forms and Liability Management:
i.  Do the ACIC model form note purchase agreements protect lenders and investors from coercive liabil-

ity management transactions?
ii. If so, which provisions provide protection?
iii.  Where do “holes” exist in the ACIC model forms that may provide an opportunity for liability manage-

ment transactions to transpire?

IV. Conclusions and Recommendations:
i.  Are liability management transactions “here to stay” as part of a more permanent trend, or is this a tem-

porary phenomenon?
ii.  Are there any recommendations for the audience on how to navigate these transactions and situations

in terms of “best practices”?
iii.  What types of negotiated terms should investors try to avoid in order to reduce the risk of liability

management transactions?

SESSION 4: ANATOMY OF “LIABILITY MANAGEMENT” 
TRANSACTIONS/CREDITOR-ON-CREDITOR VIOLENCE

MODERATOR: 

PANELIST: 

Matthew Edward Schernecke, Hogan Lovells US LLP  

Margaret Parker-Yavuz, Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP 
Timothy Gravely, Aquiline Capital Partners

Eric Winthrop, Houlihan Lokey



MODERATOR:
MATTHEW EDWARD SCHERNECKE advises direct lenders, mezzanine investment funds, and venture capital investors in a vari-
ety of debt and investment transactions with borrowers of all sizes, types, and structures at Hogan Lovells. He also counsels private 
equity clients and corporate borrowers on domestic and cross-border acquisition financings, out-of-court restructurings and workouts, 
bankruptcy matters, ESG and impact investment financings, and real estate financings. Matthew leads transactions spanning diverse 
industries, including financial services, real estate, retail, life sciences, health care, technology, food and beverage, hospitality, film and 
music entertainment, media, and telecommunications.
 
Matthew advises clients of all kinds on the financing aspects of sustainable investments with a broader social impact. He has broad 
knowledge and experience structuring and negotiating loan documents to embed and track social impact through ESG-oriented cov-
enants and impact investment financing transactions.

 

PANELIST:
MARGARET PARKER-YAVUZ is a Partner at Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP.  She represents institutional investors and other 
lenders in U.S. and cross-border secured and unsecured debt financing transactions, including private placements of notes, direct lend-
ing facilities, “one-stop” financings and other debt financing transactions involving borrowers across the credit spectrum and the globe 
in a wide range of industries.  Maggie has extensive experience with cross-border transactions involving borrowers in Mexico and other 
Latin American jurisdictions, as well as the United Kingdom, Europe and Australia. She also advises investors in out-of-court workouts 
and restructurings.  She has a J.D. from Harvard Law School and an A.B. from Brown University.

TIMOTHY GRAVELY leads Aquiline Capital Partners Credit business. Prior to Aquiline, Timothy was a Managing Director at Tennen-
baum Capital Partners since 2008, where he invested across the capital structure in liquid and illiquid credit, stressed and special situa-
tions, distressed securities and private equity transactions.  

ERIC WINTHROP is a member of Houlihan Lokey’s Restructuring and Liability Management practice. He specializes in liability manage-
ment, restructuring, M&A, and financing transactions, and his experience spans numerous industries.

Mr. Winthrop’s notable clients include Intelsat S.A., Guitar Center, PetSmart, Skillsoft, Affinion Group, Getty Images, Charter Communi-
cations, Southern California Edison, Education Media and Publishing Group International (a.k.a. Houghton Mifflin Harcourt), Northwest 
Airlines Corp., Dex One (f.k.a. RH Donnelley), Freedom Communications, Inc., GateHouse Media, Inc., Travelport, American Restaurant 
Group, Inc. (Stuart Anderson’s Black Angus), DDi Corp. Scotia Pacific Company LLC, Silicon Graphics, Atlas Air Worldwide Holdings, 
Inc., Malden Mills Industries, Huntsman International LLC, and SpectraSite Communications, Inc.

Before joining Houlihan Lokey, Mr. Winthrop was a member of the corporate finance, restructuring, and disputes group of Price Wa-
terhouse, where he specialized in operational consulting for financially distressed companies as well as in valuations and litigation 
consulting-related projects.

Mr. Winthrop has authored or co-authored materials and/or spoken on a number of topics, including “Trends and Opportunities in U.S. 
Restructurings,” “Financial Restructuring Issues Impacting Trade Creditors,” “Buying & Selling the Troubled Company” (2001 revision 
and seminar series, and 2007 seminar series), and “Investing in Distressed Securities: An Overview of an Expanding Asset Class.”

Mr. Winthrop holds a B.A. in Business Economics, with honors, from the University of California, Santa Barbara. He is a member of the 
Turnaround Management Association and the American Bankruptcy Institute.



NOTES:



NOTES:



1.  Description of transactions that led Caesars Examiner Richard Davis to conclude there were potential
damages for claims against Apollo, TPG and Caesars executives considered ‘reasonable’ or ‘strong’ to
be between $3.6 billion and $5.1 billion, reflecting charges of actual, constructive fraudulent conveyance,
and breaches of fiduciary duty.

2. Ethical Issues:
a. Legal obligations/disclosure obligations imposed by the Bankruptcy Code or other statutes or rules
b.  There are broader rules of professional conduct that have both a compliance and an ethical

component (i.e., they are not box-ticking), such as:
i. Law firm conflict rules
ii. Interpretation of those rules
iii. Fiduciary duty issues for directors and their advisors.
iv. Can a law firm legally take on a particular representation?

3. Corporate Governance In Distressed Situations – Best Practices
a. Independent directors.

i.  Recourse prior to bankruptcy – (creditors sued in Chancery over alleged transactions performed
by an insolvent company without input from creditors)

ii. Super Repeaters
iii. Current practices

b. Conflicts of interest

4. Other bankruptcy issues with an ethical component
a. Venue Shopping
b. Third party releases
c. Texas Two Step

SESSION 5: “KNOW WHEN TO HOLD ‘EM, KNOW WHEN TO FOLD 
‘EM”: LESSONS IN ETHICS FROM CAESAR’S ENTERTAINMENT’S 

“LIABILITY MANAGEMENT” TRANSACTIONS

MODERATOR: 

PANELISTS: 

Max Frumes, co-author of “The Caesars Palace Coup”

Sujeet Indap, co-author of “The Caesars Palace Coup” 

James Millar, Faegre Drinker Biddle & Reath LLP 

Jason New, NovaWulf Digital Management

Nicole Greenblatt, Kirkland & Ellis LLP



MODERATOR:

MAX FRUMES is a veteran financial journalist who currently leads the North American Special Situations news team at LevFin 
Insights. He is the co-author of “The Caesars Palace Coup” and was the founding editor of a leading bankruptcy publication. He previ-
ously reported for The Deal and Standard & Poor’s LCD. Frumes received his BA from the U.C. Berkeley, and MSJ from Northwestern’s 
Medill School of Journalism. 

Confidentiality Notice: The information contained in this e-mail and any attachment(s) is confidential and for the use of the addressee(s) 
only. If you are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, do not duplicate or redistribute it by any means. Please delete this e-mail and 
any attachment(s) and notify us immediately. Unauthorized use, reliance, disclosure or copying of the contents of this e-mail and any 
attachment(s), or any similar action, is strictly prohibited. Fitch Solutions reserves the right, to the extent permitted by applicable law, to 
retain, monitor and intercept e-mail messages both to and from its systems.

PANELISTS:

SUJEET INDAP is the U.S. editor of the Lex Column at the Financial Times and has written extensively on the intersection of cor-
porate finance and corporate law. Sujeet is the co-author of The Caesars Palace Coup, the account of the Wall Street brawl for the 
Caesars gaming empire.. Prior to joining the FT in 2013, he was an investment banker. Sujeet is a graduate of Pomona College and the 
Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania.

JAMES MILLAR is the leader of Faegre Drinker’s corporate restructuring team. Jim has more than 25 years of experience advising 
bondholders, acquirers and other participants in corporate restructuring and bankruptcy litigation. He regularly represents bondholders 
in Chapter 11 cases, enforcing their rights under bankruptcy law, creditors’ rights law and contract law. Bondholders value his ability to 
develop novel and effective strategies to pursue their rights against well-funded debtors or other stakeholders elsewhere in the capital 
structure.

In the Chapter 11 bankruptcy of Caesars Entertainment Corporation, Jim developed and advanced the legal theory under the Trust 
Indenture Act during his representation of a group of unsecured bondholders. Other law firms subsequently adopted his theory, which 
heavily influenced the outcome of the case on bondholders’ challenge to Caesar’s attempt to release guarantees of the bonds without 
their consent. On a related issue in a precedential case, Jim obtained a favorable reversal from the New York Court of Appeals on 
behalf of certain minority bondholders on a legal issue under an indenture that incorporated the Trust Indenture Act as a matter of 
contract.

Prior to founding NovaWulf, JASON NEW was the Chief Executive Officer of Onex Credit Partners, a $23 billion alternative credit 
manager which is wholly-owned by Onex Corporation (TK: TSX: Onex). Prior to joining Onex Credit, Jason spent 15 years at Black-
stone where he was a Senior Managing Director and Co-Head of Distressed and Special Situation Investing for GSO Capital Partners 
(“GSO”). Jason was an original partner of GSO and a member of the GSO Investment Committee. Jason was the portfolio manager 
of several GSO funds and separately managed accounts including, among others, the GSO Capital Solutions Funds, the GSO Credit 
Alpha Funds and the GSO Special Situations Fund. Over the course of his career at GSO, Jason represented the firm on the board of 
multiple public and private companies including Calpeak Energy, Cheniere Energy, Heorot Power, Kodak, Momentive Performance 
Materials, Rijmond Power, Seneca Mortgage Servicing and Sorenson Communications. Before joining GSO in 2005 Jason was a senior 
member of the Distressed Group at Credit Suisse. Jason started his career as an attorney with Sidley Austin. Jason holds a B.A. from 
Allegheny College and a J.D. from Duke University.

NICOLE GREENBLATT represents debtors, creditors, equity holders and investors in all aspects of complex corporate restructur-
ings, including Chapter 11 cases, out-of-court restructurings and special situation investments or acquisitions. Nicole has a broad 
range of experience across a number of industries and has represented clients in multi-jurisdictional and cross-border matters.

Nicole has been listed as a leading lawyer by Chambers USA in each of its 2014-2022 editions with sources noting “she is a very 
strong negotiator on complex legal issues. She is a keen legal mind and does an excellent job at coordinating efforts,” and that “she is 
relentless, organized and extremely effective. She can take an aggressive position without creating unnecessarily adversarial energy 
– she has an excellent style.” Nicole has been recognized for her work both nationally and in New York, with sources noting she is “an 
exceptional attorney,” “a great debtors’ lawyer” and “a talent.” In prior years, sources described Nicole as “very strong” and “very 
thoughtful,” someone who “gets along really well with her clients,” “is effective at managing large cases,” has a “very practical way of 
looking at things,” and is “incredibly straightforward and very responsive.”  Nicole was also recognized in the 2017 and 2018 editions 
of The Legal 500 U.S., as a notable member of “one of the most pre-eminent law firms for US restructuring.”



NOTES:



NOTES:



1. Why did we need UCC amendments for cryptocurrency and digital assets?
• Article 12
• Article 8

2. What was amended in Article 12 of the UCC ?

3. What was amended in Article 8 of the UCC?

4. Crypto currency and digital assets are emerging markets.

5. Does the NAIC consider cryptocurrency and digital assets as Admitted Assets?

6. What are the recent trends in Bankruptcy with respect to crypto currency and digital Assets?

7. Questions from audience

SESSION 6: CRYPTO CURRENCY AND DIGITAL ASSETS 

MODERATOR: 

PANELISTS: 

Charles C. Calloway, Jr., Chapman and Cutler LLP

Elizabeth Schubert, Sidley Austin LLP
Edwin Smith, Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP 
Sandra Rocks, Cleary Gottlieb



MODERATOR:

CHARLES CALLOWAY is a partner and member of Chapman’s Corporate Finance Department and Sports Finance Group. He 
represents financial institutions and other strategic investors in domestic and international private placements, project finance 
deals, and M&A transactions. Charles also has an active sports finance practice where he represents strategic investors in 
“league-wide” financings and stadium financings. He also serves on the firm’s Employment Committee and Strategic Planning 
Committee.

Charles has been a Fellow of the American College of Investment Counsel (ACIC) since 2014, previously served as co-editor of 
the ACIC’s newsletter “Private Notes,” and was recently installed as a member of the ACIC Board of Trustees. He is a member 
of the Economic Club of Chicago, a Leadership Greater Chicago (LGC) Fellow, a Fellow of the Chicago Urban League’s IM-
PACT Leadership Development Program, and serves on the Dean’s Advisory Council of The George Washington University Law 
School. In 2021, Charles was selected by Crain’s Chicago Business as a Notable Nonprofit Board Leader in recognition of his 
service on the boards of Spark Program Inc. and the Chicago Humanities Festival.

PANELISTS:

LIZ SCHUBERT co-chairs Sidley’s OTC Derivatives Industry group and is a member of Sidley’s Investment Funds practice 
group, in addition to being a member of the firm’s FinTech industry group. She is widely recognized as a leader in her field, 
including listing as one of the world’s top lawyers in Private Funds by Who’s Who Legal since 2018. Liz’s clients include some 
of the world’s leading investment managers. She advises them on matters related to all types of trading relationships, including 
brokerage, digital assets, swaps, stock lending, futures, options, repos, and derivatives. Liz works closely with clients to help 
optimize profitability and manage key risks related to issues like counterparty default, leverage and liquidity, operational risks, 
and limiting breaches that can result in default and liquidation. She uses this knowledge to every client’s advantage in setting 
realistic goals and achieving commercial, efficient results. Liz spends a significant amount of time advising investment manage-
ment clients investing in digital assets and cryptocurrencies. Liz helps clients adapt their approach to traditional financial assets 
into new mental models for assessing risk and understanding blockchain products.  Liz’s 20 years of experience in traditional 
derivatives and trading markets informs her perspective as she partners with clients developing new products associated with 
digital assets. This entails counseling digital asset venture funds structuring derivatives and options contracts to enhance and 
hedge exposures to digital tokens issued by early-stage blockchain companies.

Liz’s clients are global in scope. They range from high-profile startup managers to multi-billion dollar hedge fund managers, 
many of whom have been her clients for ten years or longer. This long history of working with a rich and diverse client base 
gives Liz a unique perspective on the terms top-flight clients seek and obtain in their trading agreements.

Since many of the legal issues affecting trading contracts are interdisciplinary, Liz works closely with her Sidley colleagues 
in related practice areas like Sidley’s global FinTech and Blockchain, Securities Enforcement and Regulatory, Global Finance, 
Banking and Financial Services, Employee Benefits, and Tax.

EDWIN E. SMITH is a partner in the Boston and New York City offices of Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP.  He concentrates his 
practice in general commercial and insolvency law.  He has been a member of the teaching faculty at the Morin Centern for 
Banking Law Studies at Boston University Law School, where he has taught secured transactions and transnational lending and 
trade finance.  He has also served eas a lecturer on secured transactions at Northeastern University Law School of Law, n acHa-
rvard Law School and Suffolk Law School.  As a Uniform Law Commissioner for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, he has 
been active in commercial law reform including chairing the recent drafting committee that formulated the 2022 amendments to 
the Uniform Commercial Code.  He is a graduate of Yale University and Harvard Law School.



PANELISTS:

SANDRA M. ROCKS is Counsel Emeritus at Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton LLP, based in its New York office. Ms. Rocks’ 
practice focuses on commercial financing, including secured and structured transactions and bankruptcy law, with a focus on 
investment property collateral.  She represents leading financial institutions in connection with financial market products, in par-
ticular the development and analysis of arrangements designed to mitigate credit risk and minimize adverse regulatory capital 
implications.  She is active in Cleary’s FinTech practice as one of the principal advisors on commercial law implications of the 
use of digital assets.

Sandra was a member of the drafting committee for the recently finalized new Article 12 of the Uniform Commercial Code (and 
related amendments) governing digital assets.

She is a co-chair of an American Bar Association task force on Intermediated Securities Holding Infrastructure and was involved 
in the development of the Hague Securities Convention.

Ms. Rocks is co-author of The ABC’s of the UCC, Article 8: Investment Securities, Second Edition.  Ms. Rocks received her J.D. 
degree from Columbia Law School, where she was a member of the Law Review, and an undergraduate degree, summa cum 
laude, from Susquehanna University. Ms. Rocks is a member of the American Law Institute and a member of the Bar in New 
York.



NOTES:



NOTES:



NOTES:



I. Introductions

II. Sources for Investments
 a. Sponsored, Direct Calling, Networking, Advisors 
  i. Credit Funds, BDC’s and Insurance Companies lending directly
  ii. Sole Lending, Clubs, Participations
  iii. How are these sourced by businesses? 
 b. Banks, Intermediaries and Agents
  i. The “Big Banks” and Boutiques
  ii. International Banks
  iii. Non Broker/Dealer Intermediaries 
 c. Funds 
  i. Closed End Institutional Funds
  ii. Senior and Mezzanine
  iii. Other demographics of the funds
 d. Fund Co-Invest and how this is similar/different from investing in a Fund

III. Risks & Benefits of Each of the Types of Sources
 a. Originations
 b. Underwriting and Diligence
 c. Portfolio management
 d. Accounting/Operations/Valuation
 e. Legal Resources (Inside and Outside) 

IV. What Does the Deal Lawyer Need to Know? 
 a. Use of legal resources
 b. Market for Terms
 c. Pre-designated or Pre-documented deals
 d. Lender Voting and Influence
 e. Role in Workouts

SESSION 7: ALTERNATIVE WAYS TO SOURCE INVESTMENTS 

MODERATOR: Melody Cross, Prudential Private Capital 

PANELISTS:  Angus Whelchel, Moelis & Company 

   Greg Addicks, Voya Investment Management

   Laura K. Albrecht, Maranon Capital, L.P.



MODERATOR:

MELODY CROSS is Vice President & Corporate Counsel for Prudential Private Capital. Her responsibilities include provid-
ing legal support to Prudential’s investment teams focusing on direct lending, corporate finance, mezzanine and cross-border 
transactions.  Prior to joining Prudential, Melody was a partner in the Finance Group at Schiff Hardin LLP where she counseled 
institutional investors (and occasionally borrowers) in a variety of domestic and cross-border transactions including senior, mez-
zanine, private placements, and equity transactions.   

Melody received her J.D. from Vanderbilt University where she was a member of the Order of the Coif and her B.S. from North-
western University as a communications and history double major.   Melody previously served as a Trustee of the American Col-
lege of Investment Counsel, is a co-chair of the Website and Social Media Committee and is currently the Secretary of the ACIC.  
She lives in on the north side of the city of Chicago with her husband, two daughters and an 18 year old cat.

PANELISTS:

ANGUS WHELCHEL is a Managing Director, Head of Private Capital Markets and Co-Head of Capital Markets at Moelis & Com-
pany, focusing on the Firm’s public and private market origination and distribution capabilities. Angus has more than 25 years of 
investment banking experience working with clients across all industries and has helped raise over $200bn of private capital globally 
across debt and equity. 

Prior to joining Moelis & Company, Angus served as Global Head of Private Capital Markets in New York and Head of Private Capital 
Markets for EMEA in London at Barclays. Earlier in his career, Angus held positions in the Private Placement market at Lehman 
Brothers and GE Capital. 

Angus holds a B.A. in Finance from the University of Vermont and an M.B.A from the College of William and Mary. He is also a CFA 
charter holder.

GREG ADDICKS is a managing director of the middle market and special situations team at Voya Investment Management.  He 
is the portfolio manager for the Enhanced Middle Market Credit strategy, which investments across the Middle Market, Private 
Placement and Project Finance markets. In his prior role as head of workout activity for Voya’s Private Credit Group, Greg has taken 
leadership roles in structuring, negotiating and managing restructurings in Argentina, Australia, Canada, Ireland, New Zealand, the 
United Kingdom, the United States, Mexico and several other countries. This includes acting as lead negotiator/chairman of official 
and ad hoc creditors’ committees. Previously at Voya, Greg focused on international private credits with a concentration in emerging 
markets. He invested in and managed a variety of structured and unsecured debt securities in over 20 countries in North America, 
Latin America, Europe, Africa and Asia. Prior to joining Voya, Greg worked for NationsBank (and predecessors), mainly in the small- 
and middle-market corporate banking area. Greg earned an MS in finance from Georgia State University and a BS in business 
administration from the University of Georgia. He is a CFA® Charterholder.

LAURA K. ALBRECHT joined Maranon in 2010 with experience in leveraged lending, private equity, asset management and corpo-
rate valuation.  
 
At Maranon, Laura is primarily responsible for transaction sourcing, investment underwriting and portfolio management in conjunc-
tion with human resource management, talent development, legal documentation and DEI and ESG initiatives. She is a member of 
the firm’s investment committee. Prior to joining Maranon, Laura was a Vice President at American Capital where she held positions 
in the sponsor finance, buyout and restructuring groups. Laura’s previous experience includes Adams Street Partners and Pricewa-
terhouseCoopers.
 
Laura earned an M.B.A. from the J.L. Kellogg Graduate School of Management, Northwestern University and a B.S. in Finance and 
Marketing from Indiana University. She is a Chartered Financial Analyst charterholder.



NOTES:



NOTES:



1. What is in the market?
a. Use of Proceeds Bonds (Green, Social, others)
b. Sustainability Linked Bonds
c. Pricing considerations
d. Public Market vs Private Market

2. How ESG bond status achieved?
a. International Capital Market Association Principles
b. Loan Market Association and Loan Syndication & Trading Association Principles and Guidelines
c. Regulatory frameworks – EU vs. US

3. What are KPIs and how are they measured and documented?
a. Reporting
b. Verification
c. Documentation provisions and protections

4. How do investors conduct due diligence and monitoring?
a. Information availability
b. Reliability for own ESG disclosure

5. Current Events
a. Disinvestment vs. engagement
b. Political challenges
c. Why is there an ESG market?

MODERATOR: 

PANELISTS:  

SESSION 8: ESG

Brenda Page, The Hartford Financial Services Group, Inc.

Allan Marks, Milbank LLP

 Sukhvir Basran, Hogan Lovells

Elizabeth Thorn, SLC Management



MODERATOR:

BRENDA PAGE is a Vice President and Associate General Counsel of The Hartford Financial Services Group, Inc. and Head 
of the Investment Law Group. Brenda has responsibility for the legal support of Hartford Investment Management Company 
(HIMCO), a registered investment adviser. HIMCO manages The Hartfordâ€™s general account, a portion of its pension and 
unaffiliated insurance institutional accounts.  Her supervision of the Investment Law Group includes all of the regulatory matters 
and transaction types for Hartford Investment Management Company. Brenda is also a member of The Hartford’s Law Depart-
ment Diversity and Inclusion Committee. Brenda joined The Hartford in March of 1999 and prior to joining The Hartford, Brenda 
was an associate in the Corporate Finance Department of Hebb & Gitlin, specializing in the area of private placement transac-
tions on behalf of institutional lenders and an associate at Hoberman & Pollack practicing in the area of commercial finance. 
Brenda received her B.A. in Economics (summa cum laude) in 1987 from the State University of New York College at Potsdam 
and her J.D. in 1992 from the University of Connecticut School of Law.

  

PANELISTS:

One of the world’s leading project finance lawyers, ALLAN MARKS has facilitated over $75 billion of investment over three 
decades in power and renewable energy, transportation, airports, rail, port terminals, water, fuels, social infrastructure, and tele-
communications and digital infrastructure. Many of his matters for clients focus on the energy transition, clean and renewable 
power, alternative fuels, ESG and sustainability. 

Some of Allan’s noteworthy private placements (acting as counsel to either the issuers or the institutional investors) include 
note offerings for Seaspan, Indiana Toll Road, White Pass & Yukon Route Railroad, Santiago International Airport, Macquarie 
District Energy, Chicago Skyway, Hatchet Ridge Wind Power Project, and Hamakua Power.  In the past year, he has handled 
a sustainability-linked USPP for a global container ship lessor (investors’ counsel), a waste-to-energy tax-exempt green bond 
(issuer’s counsel), acquisitions and related financings for a leading freight rail services company (company counsel), the sale of 
a private equity-backed solar power developer, and other financings and M&A transactions.  Allan was lenders’ counsel for JFK 
Airport’s $9.5 billion New Terminal One project financing, which closed in Summer 2022.  He currently represents Equinor and bp 
in the development of their 3.3 GW Empire and Beacon offshore wind projects in the United States and is working on projects 
for sustainable water supply and water recycling for a $17 billion semiconductor chip manufacturing facility under development 
in Texas.
 
Allan was instrumental in the development and deployment of Milbank’s ESG & Sustainability initiative, for which he serves as 
lead partner.  Allan is the creator and host of the podcast “Law, Policy & Markets: Milbank Conversations,” for which he also 
created a multipart ESG miniseries, and is a regular contributor to Forbes and other publications. Allan has taught for over a 
decade as an adjunct lecturer at the University of California, Berkeley School of Law and the Haas School of Business. He is a 
member of the Pacific Council on International Policy and for 11 years was the founding  co-chair of the State Bar of California 
Real Estate Section’s Subsection on Public-Private Infrastructure.

SUKHVIR BASRAN established and leads the Hogan Lovells Global Sustainable Finance and Investment Group. Combining 
her substantial experience as a banking and finance lawyer, including in cross-border acquisition finance, Sukhvir advises and 
works with a  range of corporates, banks, funds, direct lenders and sponsors  on incorporating innovative financing and impact 
investment structures anchored in rigorous impact outcomes into mainstream transactions. She also advises clients on ESG 
strategies, policies, disclosure and reporting, ESG-related transactions and products as well as integration of ESG into invest-
ment processes and systems. 
 
Sukhvir plays an active role in the development of the sustainable finance sector through the creation of strong partnerships and 
collaborations and her work extends beyond purely legal including enabling her clients to engage with their customers and cli-
ents to create sustainable investment business models. Sukhvir believes that legal advice needs to be provided in the context of 
the wider ESG landscape, mainstream and impact investing, and she works closely with trade associations and industry bodies 
including the LMA, ELFA, standard setters and data providers to deliver an end-to-end service for clients.
 
She is involved with a number of organizations and financial institutions in the Gender Lens and diversity investing space to 
develop products and deepen engagement to promote gender equality outcomes. Sukhvir has been appointed as Independent 
Chair of the 2X Collaborative’s inaugural board, she is on the Steering Committee of GenderSmart JEDI Community of Practice 
and launched “Aurora: The Gender Lens Project” with the 2X Collaborative and GenderSmart.  She is also currently working 
on a United Nations-led Taskforce on the creation of an ESG Board Certification, is a member of the Global Alliance of Impact 
Lawyers’ Board and is a member of Hogan Lovells ESG Board.



PANELISTS:

ELIZABETH (LIZ) THORNE invests in private debt including corporate and structured/asset-backed notes. She is responsible 
for all aspects of deal sourcing, credit analysis and portfolio monitoring. Her focus is on clean energy, ESG integration and sus-
tainable investments. Liz serves on the board of Sun Life’s BrightWomen and SLC Management’s Sustainable Investment Com-
mittee and Council. She also led SLC Management’s Net Zero task force and the Private Fixed Income proprietary ESG scoring 
development team, among other sustainable finance related initiatives.

Liz has over 20 years of experience in private, public and bank debt. She joined SLC Management in 2016.

Prior to joining SLC Management, Liz was Director of Debt Management and Special Finance Programs at the Commonwealth 
of Massachusetts. She also served as the governor’s designee on the MassDevelopment and Mass Ventures Board of Directors. 
Before that, she was Vice President and Director at TD Securities.

Liz earned her MBA from the Tuck School of Business at Dartmouth College and her Bachelor’s degree from Wellesley College. 
She also earned a graduate Certificate in Financing and Developing Clean Energy from Yale University in 2020.



NOTES:



1. Overview of Aviation Financing Structures – What Is Happening Where?
a. How Do Airlines Finance Themselves?
b. How to Lessors Finance Themselves?
c. Considerations of Leasing Versus Owning
d. Basic Corporate Structuring Considerations
e. Current Structural Flavor of the Month and Why?

• What is Currently Disfavored and Why?
f. Are We Seeing A Geographic Split In Structures?
g. Case Study Examples and Discussions Will Include Discussion of Most Currently Relevant Structures, Including:

• Secured Loans
• Sale Leasebacks
• Finance Leases
• Japanese Operating Leases
• Enhanced Equipment Trust Certificates
• Export Credit Agency Transactions
• Insurance-Backed Products (AFIC / Balthazar)

2. Am I Perfected?  And, Even If I Am, Don’t I Still Need To Worry?
a. US Perfection Issues

• What If The Metal Is Not In US?
• Corporate Structure Surprises

b. Non-US Perfection Issues
• What If The Metal Is In the US?
• Do Non-US Securities Laws Matter In A US Bankruptcy?
• Corporate Structure Surprises

c. What About Cape Town?
d. How Has The Market Affected Perfection Considerations?
e.  Case Study Examples and Discussions Will Include Trends and Issues in US and Foreign Carrier Financing Col-

lateral Packages

3. Market Update – Everyone Always Predicts Airline Restructurings
a. Relative Position of Airlines and Lessors

• Have Recent Events Highlighted Relative Negotiation Leverage?
b. COVID Developments

• What Have We Learned?
c. Are Inflation and Recession Indicators Taking Toll on Market?

• Geographic Considerations

4. In Our Discussion, We Will Use, Consider and Discuss:
a. NAC – What Happens With An International Aircraft Lessor In A Restructuring?
b. Norwegian Airlines – How Does A Non-US Carrier Restructure Outside of Chapter 11?
c.  Avianca, LATAM, Aeromexico, Philippine Airlines – Why Are So Many Non-US Carriers Using the Bankruptcy Code?
d. Delta – Will We See Large Scale Fleet Restructurings Again?

SESSION 9: AIRCRAFT FINANCINGS

MODERATOR: 

PANELISTS: 

Jasmine Ball, Debevoise & Plimpton LLP

David Botter, Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP 
Mehtap Cevher Conti, Hogan Lovells US LLP 
Ginger Hughes, Seabury



MODERATOR:

JASMINE BALL is a corporate partner and member of the firm’s Restructuring Group.  Ms. Ball regularly represents debt-
ors, investors, creditors and other parties in distressed mergers & acquisitions, workouts, debt and equity financing and 
refinancing, complex restructurings and Chapter 11 bankruptcy proceedings.  Ms. Ball is recognized by The Legal 500 US 
(2014–2021), where she is praised for her “extensive knowledge of the bankruptcy code, combined with in-depth knowl-
edge on how to leverage and negotiate matters with a broad range of often competing stakeholders,” and her “strong 
management skills and critical thinking.”  She is also noted as “calm, focused,” and “thoughtful and smart.”  She is listed 
as a Notable Practitioner for Restructuring and Insolvency by IFLR1000 (2020).  Ms. Ball’s recent awards and recognitions 
include The M&A Advisor’s 2022 Restructuring Community Impact Award  and Restructuring Deal of the Year Award (Over 
$5B), as well as AirFinance Journal’s Asia-Pacific Deal of the Year Award  and Airline Economics’ Asia Pacific Restructur-
ing Deal of the Year Award, each for her role as restructuring counsel to Philippine Airlines, and The M&A Advisor’s 2021 
Chapter 11 Reorganization of the Year (over $1B) for her role as counsel to the Canada Pension Plan Investment Board as 
co-sponsor of Neiman Marcus in its Chapter 11 restructuring.  

PANELISTS:

DAVID BOTTER is a New York-based partner with the financial restructuring group of Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP. He 
advises on large, complex restructuring cases, both out of court and in Chapter 11, across a variety of industries. He frequently 
handles multijurisdictional and cross-border matters for both distressed companies and major creditors, with an emphasis 
on creditors’ committees and bondholder committees. David has played a central role in some of the most significant and 
precedent-setting restructurings, including Adeptus Health, Aeroméxico, FirstEnergy, GTT, Nordic Aviation, Pacific Gas & Elec-
tric, Sears, and Virgin Australia. Since 2010, David has been recognized as one of the leading U.S. corporate bankruptcy and 
restructuring practitioners by numerous industry publications, including Chambers & Partners, Legal 500, Euromoney and Best 
Lawyers. In 2021, he was honored by the New York Law Journal’s “Innovation Awards” for his contributions to the extraordinary 
outcome in the Pacific Gas and Electric bankruptcy, which was also commended as a “Standout Matter” by the Financial Times.

MEHTAP CEVHER CONTI is a partner in Hogan Lovells New York office. Mehtap concentrates her practice on asset finance, 
particularly in the aviation and transportation industries. Her broad-based experience includes working with clients on secured 
debt, export credit agency supported transactions, revolving credit facilities, leveraged leases, operating leases, and portfolio 
acquisitions as well as asset-backed structured financings, securitizations for commercial and investment banks, insurance 
companies, financial institutions, aircraft operating lessors, and airlines. She also advises clients on the purchase and lease 
financing of corporate aircraft and helicopters. 

Mehtap frequently handles finance transactions that involve multiple global jurisdictions. She is a native of Turkey and is fluent 
in Turkish.

Prior to joining Hogan Lovells, Mehtap was in private practice, where she focused on global transportation finance. She has 
been recognized in The Legal 500 US for Finance: Asset Finance and Leasing.

GINGER HUGHES is a Managing Director with Seabury having joined in 2002 in the wake of the September 11 terrorist attacks 
and the impact on the airline industry. Ms. Hughes has over 25 years of global airline experience covering a wide range of mat-
ters including multiple successful airline restructurings, crisis cash management, due diligence, strategic sourcing negotiations, 
cost reduction programs, aircraft financing, and mergers & acquisitions advisory. She has a senior role in aircraft, liquidity man-
agement, vendor negotiation and restructuring issues.

Ms. Hughes has advised several major airlines during their restructuring process, preserving liquidity while ensuring continuity 
of service. She has led teams to evaluate and renegotiate thousands of supplier contracts developing cost effective contractual 
relationships for the restructured entities. In addition, she has testified as an expert with respect to aircraft, airline cost and valu-
ation matters.

Ms. Hughes served as the acting CFO for several airlines in Chapter 11. Additionally, Ms. Hughes has advised on other airline 
matters including strategic alternatives, regional affiliate relationships, business plan analyses, route profitability, cross-border 
alliance and joint ventures, loyalty programs, merger & acquisition and overall operating cost structure.

Ms. Hughes received her B.B.A. in Accounting from the University of Texas and is a Certified Public Accountant. Ms. Hughes is a 
FINRA Representative and is registered with the Series 7, 79 and 63.
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ATTENDEES:

Greg Addicks - Voya Investment Management
Laura Albrecht - Maranon Capital
Thais M. Alexander - Prudential Private Capital
Carolyn Alford - King & Spalding LLP
Keith F. Atkinson - TIAA-CREF
Jasmine Ball - Debevoise & Plimpton LLP
Tom Bannister - Akin Gump LLP
Kelsey Baumberger - Milbank LLP
Amy Marie Beaudoin - John Hancock/Manulife
Paul N. Belval - Day Pitney LLP
Katy Berger - King & Spalding LLP
Julia L. Bonsal - Sills Cummis & Gross P.C.
Aaron J. Borden - Prudential Financial, Inc.
Patti L. Boss - Voya Investment Management LLC
David Botter - Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP
Michael L. Boykins - McDermott Will & Emery LLP
Kevin P. Braun - Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP
Michael H. M. Brown - Cigna Investments, Inc.
Seth Bryant - Bryant Rabbino LLP
Richard Buckley - Fortitude Re
Peter Butler - ArentFox Schiff LLP
Charles C. Calloway - Chapman and Cutler LLP
Alfredo Cantoral - American Equity Life Insurance
Christina Care - Symetra Investment Management Company
Bryan Cho - MetLife
Andrew Christianson - Reinhart Boerner Van Deuren s.c.
Mehtap Cevher Conti - Hogan Lovells
Melody R. Cross - Prudential Financial, Inc.
Clinton Culpepper - Baker Botts LLP
Renee M. Dailey - Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP
Christopher S. Dallas - Pacific Life Insurance Company
Colin T. DeHoney - Greenberg Traurig LLP
Troy DeLeon - Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld
Matthew J. DelRosso - New York Life Insurance Company
Douglas A. Doetsch - Mayer Brown LLp
Erika Nicole Finn - Voya Investment Management
Jennifer Fitzpatrick - Pacific Life Insurance Company
Paige Forcier - Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP
William J. Forgione - Saxena White PA
Dorothy L. Foster - Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP
Keton Motta Freeman - SLC Management
Barbara T Friedman - Aflac
Max Frumes - LevFin Insights
Matthew E. Gabrys - The Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company 
Alejandra Garcia-Earley - Greenberg Traurig
Jake Gawlak - Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LP
Sheilah Gibson - Conning
Anthony Goodman - MassMutual
Timothy Gravely - Aquiline Capital Partners
Nicole L. Greenblatt - Kirkland & Ellis LLP
Alexis Guinan - Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP
Michael Gustafson - Akin Gump LLP
Margot Mendelson Hammond - Holland & Knight
Deborah K. Hayes  - Neuberger Berman
Kaileigh Hobson - King & Spalding LLP
Stephanie Holding - Holland & Knight LLP
Amy Hong - Greenberg Traurig LLP
Catherine Hood - Bracewell LLP
Inderveer Hothi - Akin Gump
John Hreno - Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP
Ginger Hughes - Seabury
Dewey Imhoff - FTI Counsulting Inc
Enzo Incandela - Kuvare Insurance Services LP
Sujeet Indap - Financial Times
Sarah E Iyere - Morgan Lewis
Jenna Karen Jenson - Thrivent Financial
Mary Johnson - PPM America
Brian E. Keating - The Guardian Life Insurance Company of America 
Emily Kenna - PPM America
Brett Kenworthy - SLC Management
Kevin Knohl - ArentFox Schiff LLP
Charles J. Kolin - Greenberg Traurig, LLP
Rebecca D. Rosenthal Kristall - Guggenheim Life and Annuity Company 
Tammy Y. Lam - Greenberg Traurig, LLP
Michelle Lambert - The Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company

Eric Larson - Greenberg Traurig, LLP
David J. LaSota - Greenberg Traurig, LLP
Christopher E. Lawrence - Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP
David Lawton - Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP
Robin Lenarz - Securian Asset Management Inc.
Nathan A. Limpert - Greenberg Traurig, LLP
Nicolette Lopez - Voya Investment Management
Howard E. MacKichan - Norton Rose Fulbright Canada LLP
Danielle L. Maksimow - Norton Rose Fulbright Canada LLP
David Mann - The Other Bar
Tyler Margolis - ArentFox Schiff LLP
Allan Marks - Milbank LLP
Leslie M. Mazza - Willkie Farr & Gallagher LLP
Ryan McNaughton - King & Spalding LLP
Edward McNeilly - Hogan Lovells US LLP
Myra Michail - John Hancock Financial Services
James H. Millar - Faegre Drinker Biddle & Reath LLP
James Moore - New York Life Insurance Company
Richard G Murray - Nuveen
Jason New - NovaWulf Digital Management, LP
Patrick J. Newton - SLC Management
Thomas F. O’Connor - Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP
R. Brendan Olin - Unum Group
Sarah May Olson - Thrivent Financial
Keith Ongeri - Greenberg Traurig LLP
Davida Osei - Allstate Investments
Brenda Page - The Hartford Financial Services Group, Inc.
Margaret G. Parker-Yavuz - Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP
Thomas J. Pasuit - Kuvare Insurance Services
Christine Peaslee - The Guardian Life Insurance Company of American
Edward Pelican - Chapman and Cutler LLP
E. David Pemstein - John Hancock/Manulife
Marc Perlman - NAIC
Pamela S. Petree - TIAA/Nuveen
Anna Pinedo - Mayer Brown LLP
Edward C Poulsen - Athene USA Corporation
Lauren Ann Reeves - AIG Investments
Sabrina Rishmague - Avila Rodriguez Hernandez Mena & Garro LLP
Michael D. Robson - Greenberg Traurig, LLP
Sandra M. Rocks - Cleary Gottlieb
Todd Ross - Unum Group
Barry G. Russell - Akin Gump LLP
Trevor T. Sanford\= - Nuveen, LLC
Matthew Schernecke - Hogan Lovells US LLP
Elizabeth Schubert - Sidley Austin LLP
David Shim - Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP
Ronald Silverman - Hogan Lovells US LLP
David P. Simonds - Hogan Lovells US LLP
Julia J. Singh - Greenberg Traurig, LLP
Tina Smith - n/a
Edwin E Smith - Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP
Christopher S. Snow - Cigna Corporation
Lisa Jerde Spillman - Jerde Spillman Law
Mark A. ternberg - ArentFox Schiff LLP
Bret Strzelczyk - Greenberg Traurig, LLP
Jenny Erica Talel - Milbank LLP
Jason Thibodeaux - Securian Asset Management
Elizabeth Thorne - SLC Management
Douglas Timmer - The Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company
Jennifer Tippins - Citi
Blair Tyson - Milbank LLP
Brandon Van Balen - Unum Group
Katherine von Geldern - Symetra Investment Management Company
Luke Weedon - Baker Botts L.L.P.
Angus Whelchel - Moelis & Company
Nicole Windsor - Chapman and Cutler LLP
Eric Winthrop - Houlihan Lokey
Anthony D. Yager - Chapman and Cutler LLP
Sanjay Yodh - Monroe Capital
Chanwon (Pio) Yoon - Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld

Note: current list as of 10.04.22
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